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Quantum interference effects on the electron conduction through negative-potential regions
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The quantum interference effects on transport properties of quantum wires including some large obstacles
with a negative potential are studied in the presence of a magnetic field. It is found that the magnetoconduc-
tance has a quasiperiodic dip structure in the high magnetic field regime. We show that the dips are attributed
to an Aharonov-Bohm-type effect and that the period reflects the ring area lying between the inner and outer
orbits for the negative-potential region. The effects of the potential edge structure on the conductance are also
discussed. The current density around the obstacles and the magnetic field dependence of energy levels are
calculated to investigate whole features of the conductance.@S0163-1829~97!02139-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the semiconductor microproces
technology enable us to fabricate ballistic quantum syste
in which the disorder can be eliminated. As well known e
amples, there are quantum wires, quantum dots, antidots
combinations of these systems.1,2 Especially, quantum wires
including antidots arranged periodically, called an antid
lattice, have been studied intensively in recent years.3–7 For
the antidot lattice system in the presence of the magn
field B, the magnetoresistance showsB-periodic oscillation,
which is ascribed to the modified energy spectrum8 or the
Aharonov-Bohm~AB! effect,9–11 and 1/B-periodic oscilla-
tion ~Weiss oscillation!,3 which is due to the commensura
bility between the periodic orbit of electrons and the latt
period. The former oscillation is certainly caused by t
quantum interference effects of electron waves3 and the latter
oscillation is known to be understood through a semiclass
picture.12 These phenomena are comprehended by mean
models without the electron-electron interaction. On
other hand, for quantum dot systems many researchers
calculated the energy of electrons interacting with each o
inside the closed dot,2,13 the confinement potential of whic
is, for instance, quadratic. Such model has been applie
the experimental results for the Coulomb blockade,2 where
electrons in the dot can transport via the tunnel barriers to
neighboring dot or the wide two-dimensional reservoir. F
quantum wire systems, self-consistent calculations have
been done to obtain the electron distribution and the subb
structure.14–16

In this paper, we present a detailed study of quant
wires including some large obstacles with a negat
potential,17 laying stress on the scattering effects on the el
tron conduction. Then the electronic states inside the
stacles couple with those of the wire strongly, which is o
of the differences between the present system and the q
tum dot system. When the potential is shallow as compa
with the band width, the fluctuation of the electron numb
560163-1829/97/56~15!/9649~8!/$10.00
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inside the obstacle is considered to play a crucial role for
electron scattering, which may be similar to the so-cal
valence fluctuation system of rare-earth compounds.18,19 For
those systems the mean-field approximation can be used
starting point, where the interaction term is renormalized i
the changes of the energy level for localized states and
mixing matrix element. Hence, to solve the scattering pr
lem for the quantum wire including some obstacles with
negative potential, we consider a model which does not c
tain the interaction term explicitly. According to the mea
field picture, the Coulomb interaction brings about the e
ergy shift of localized states and the screening of
potential. In the present calculation we take the screen
effect into consideration by introducing a parameter for
slope of the potential edge.

In Sec. II, we describe the details of the model a
method used in the calculations. In Sec. III A, we present
magnetoconductance for a single obstacle system, w
shows the dip structure with the period peculiar to the s
tem, and discuss the difference from the antidot system.
effects of the potential edge structure is investigated in S
III B. Calculations for the system where some obstacles
aligned along the wire are shown in Sec. III C. In Sec. I
we discuss the characteristic properties of the magneto
ductance and the screening effect in connection with the
ergy level of the localized states. Section V deals with a b
summary and discussion.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

We consider a quantum wire described by a quasi-o
dimensional lattice as shown in Fig. 1. The quantum wire
assumed to be infinitely long in thex direction but confined
by infinite barriers in they direction. In the presence of
uniform magnetic fieldB perpendicular to the system, th
Hamiltonian is written as

H5H01V, ~1!
9649 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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vn,mcn,m,s
† cn,m,s , ~3!

wherecn,m,s is the annihilation operator of the electron wi
spins at the lattice site (n,m) (1>m>M ). The quantitiest
(.0), um , and vn,m are the hopping integral between th
nearest-neighbor sites, the confinement potential in they di-

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the system. The obstacles w
a negative potential exist in the region II. The quantitiesN andM
are the numbers of the lattice sites for thex andy directions of the
region II, respectively.
e

th

f

rection, and the on-site potential of scatterers, respectiv
The Peierls phase factor is given byPm5exp$2piB̃@m2(M
11)/2#%, whereB̃5Ba2/F0 with a being the lattice constan
and F05h/e being the magnetic flux quantum. Then th
normalized eigenfunction forH0 , which has the translationa
symmetry in thex direction, can be written as

un,k&5(
n

(
m51

M

an,m~k!exp~ ikan!un,m&, ~1<n<M !,

~4!

wheren is the mode of the subband,k is the wave vector in
the x direction, andun,m& is the atomic orbital at the site
(n,m). The eigenvalueen(k)@e1(k),e2(k),•••,eM(k)#
and the coefficientan,m(k), which can be chosen to be rea
are obtained by solving the following equation
numerically:20,21

$22t cos~ka1u1!1u1%an,1~k!2tan,2~k!5en~k!an,1~k!,
~5a!

2tan,m21~k!1$22t cos~ka1um!1um%an,m~k!

2tan,m11~k!5en~k!an,m~k!, ~2<m<M21!,

~5b!

2tan,M21~k!1$22t cos~ka1uM !1uM%an,M~k!

5en~k!an,M~k!, ~5c!

whereum5pB̃(2m2M21). With the use of these quant
ties, the Green’s function forH0 is expressed as

h

^n,muG0~e!un8,m8&55 (
n51

M

(
h51

nn S 2
ai

en8~kn,h! Dan,m~kn,h!an,m8~kn,h!exp$ ikn,ha~n2n8!% ~n>n8!

(
n51

M

(
h51

nn S ai

en8~2kn,h! Dan,m~2kn,h!an,m8~2kn,h!exp$2 ikn,ha~n2n8!% ~n,n8!,

~6!
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whereen8(k) is the differential coefficient with respect tok
andkn,h(h51,2, . . . ,nn) is the pole above the real axis of th
complex k plane. The poles can be obtained bye1 i0
2en(k)50 under the condition2a/p<Re@k#,a/p. When
there is no solution for the subbandn, nn50. The total num-
ber of the poles above the real axis(nnn , however, equals
M . Using G0(e), we can solve the scattering problem wi
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation20,21

^n,muw&5^n,mun,kin&1 (
n851

N

(
m851

M

^n,muG0~e!un8,m8&

3vn8,m8^n8,m8uw&, ~7!

wherew is the wave function for the HamiltonianH in the
case where the electron wave with the subbandn and the
wave vectorkin (.0) is incident from the left-hand side o
the system~see Fig. 1!. Using the wave functionw, we can
evaluate the transmission and reflection probability and
tain the conductance by means of Landauer’s formula.22,23

For simplicity, we consider the case ofum54t throughout
this paper.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Single negative potential

We discuss the quantum interference effects on the e
tron conduction of a quantum wire in a magnetic fie
through the region where a single obstacle with a nega
potential is present. We consider a circular obstacle wit
radius r a , which is modeled by possessing a negative u
form potential inside the circle in the region II in Fig. 1. Th
structure of the potential edge depends upon the accurac
processes, applied voltage to the gate, screening effect w
is swayed by the material of the device and the elect
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density, and so on. In this subsection, we consider the cas
the steep potential edge as a typical case. The obtaine
sults will be used to discuss the effects of the potential e
structure in the next subsection. Here we introduce the
tential profile of the obstacle as

vn,m5H v for r n,m<r a ,

0 otherwise,
~8!

where r n,m5$(na2r a2a)21@ma2(M11)a/2#2%1/2. In
the following calculation, we perform the numerical calcu
tion in case ofM541, r a516a, and the Fermi energyEF
50.4t.

Firstly, we consider the deep potential case. Figure
shows the calculated conductance as a function of a mag
field in case ofv524t. As can be seen from Fig. 2, th
magnetoconductance shows very noisy fluctuations in
whole regime, which can be reminiscent of the univer
conductance fluctuations in dirty metals.24 The fluctuation in
Fig. 2 is due to the fact that the locations of highly conce
trated poles of theS matrix in the complexk plane are very
sensitive to the change of a magnetic field.

Secondly, we discuss transport phenomena in case
shallow negative potential. Figure 3~a! gives the calculated
magnetoconductance forv52t. In this figure, we can notice
quasiperiodic dips appearing in the higher magnetic fi
(B̃.0.05), beside an aperiodic fluctuation in the lower ma
netic field, which is caused by the same origin of that in F
2. To inspect the quasiperiodic dip structure, we have ca
lated the magnetoconductance for the quantum wire inc
ing a circular obstacle with a positive potential~i.e., antidot!

FIG. 2. The magnetic field dependence of the conductanceG for
the quantum wire including a large obstacle withv524t. The
dotted line indicates the conductance for the perfect wire.
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v510t,25 the structure of which is identical with that usin
above. In Fig. 3~b!, the Aharonov-Bohm~AB!-type conduc-
tance oscillation occurs for the most region ofB̃ and the
period of the oscillationDB̃p is 8.831024. According to the
Aharonov-Bohm theory, the effective area surrounded by
electronic orbit around the positive potential isa2/DB̃p

;1100a2, which is close to the area of the obstaclepr a
2

5804a2. On the other hand, the period of the oscillatio
DB̃n for B̃.0.05 in Fig. 3~a! is 3.1431023, which is much
larger than that for the positive potential case. Thus, the q
siperiodic dips in Fig. 3~a! are considered to take place by a
effect other than the normal AB effect. As another char
teristic feature, the intervals of the quasiperiodic dips
gradually spread asB̃ increases. This feature is also differe
from the positive potential case, where the period of the A
type conductance oscillation is known to be shortened a
magnetic field increases.21,25

In order to investigate the origin of the quasiperiodic dip
we have calculated the current distribution at the magn
field for the minimum of the dip in Fig. 4. In this figure w
can see double concentric vortices, which is a peculiar qu
tum interference effect by the edge of a negative poten
For the vortex inside the obstacle electrons rotate coun

FIG. 3. The magnetic field dependence of the conductanceG for
the quantum wire including a large obstacle with~a! v52t and~b!
v510t. The dotted line indicates the conductance for the perf
wire.
e
FIG. 4. The current distribution around th
obstacle withv52t, which is represented with
the dotted circle, in the case for Fig. 3~a! at B̃
50.057.
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clockwise, whereas for the vortex outside the obstacle e
trons rotate clockwise. The ring area surrounded by the in
and outer orbits are estimated to beSout-in;290a2 from this
figure. The area evaluated fromDB̃n in the manner of the
AB effect is 318a2, which is found to be close toSout-in.
Thus the quasiperiodic dip structure in Fig. 3~a! is the pecu-
liar aspect to the system including a large negative poten
which is due to the AB-type effect for double concent
vortices with opposite rotations.

B. Role of potential edge

As mentioned before, the structure of the potential edg
influenced by the accuracy of processes, screening ef
and so on. In this subsection, we consider the effects o
potential edge structure on the quasi-periodic dips in F
3~a!. Here, we introduce a smoothness to the potential pro
of Eq. ~8! asvn,m5Vsm(r n,m), where the functionVsm(r ) is

Vsm~r !

5H v, if r ,r a2Dr ,

v
2 F12sin

~r 2r a!

2Dr
pG , if r a2Dr<r<r a1Dr ,

0, if r a1Dr ,r .

~9!

The calculated results of the magnetoconductance for~a!
Dr 52a and ~b! Dr 54a are shown in Fig. 5. Comparin
these figures with Fig. 3~a!, we can see that the period of dip
increases as the potential edge becomes smooth. This fe
is considered to be caused by the fact that the outer o
approaches the inner orbit because of the weak reflectio
the gentle slope. Then the ring areaSout-in becomes small,
which results in the increase of the period of the dips. In S

FIG. 5. The magnetic field dependence of the conductanceG for
the quantum wire including a large obstacle with the smooth po
tial edge given by Eq.~8!. The potential depthv52t and the
parameter describing the smoothnessDr is ~a! 2a and~b! 4a. The
dotted line shows the conductance for the perfect wire.
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IV, we discuss the results obtained here more precisely
connection with the magnetic field dependence of ene
levels for localized states.

C. Series of negative potentials

Next, we investigate the interference effects on the tra
port phenomena through a region where some circular
stacles with a negative potential are aligned along thex axis
with regular spacings. The calculated magnetoconducta
for v52t shows aperiodic dips in the low magnetic fie
(B̃,0.05). In the high magnetic field (0.05,B̃), the quasi-
periodic dips appear, the positions of which are almost sa
with the single obstacle case. These features are simila
the single obstacle case@see Fig. 3~a!#. The fine structure
inside the quasiperiodic dips, however, has the conspicu
difference between the single and the series obstacle ca
Figure 6 shows the fine structure inside the dip in the c
where ~b! two and ~c! three obstacles are aligned with
spaced55a. The structure of the obstacle and paramet
used here are the same as those in Fig. 3~a!. Figure 6~a! is the
magnified figure of Fig. 3~a! as a reference. We can see sha
peaks inside the dip, the number of which is equal to tha
the space between obstacles. These features are quite d
ent from the antidot case, where it is known that each dip
Fig. 3~b! splits by the interference between pined cyclotr
orbits around each obstacle.25 The insets in Fig. 6 are mag
netoconductance curves for the case of~a! one,~b! two, and
~c! three antidots with the potentialv510t. As can be seen
from the inset of Fig. 6~b!, twin sharp dips are present a
almost same positions as the single antidot case@inset of Fig.
6~a!#, whereas the broad dip with the sharp peak in the ne
tive potential case.

To make clear the difference between the positive a
negative potential cases, we have calculated the current
sity for the resonant states in each case. Figure 7~a! shows
the current density atB̃50.0634, where the transparenc
condition is satisfied, in case of two obstacles with a nega

n-

FIG. 6. The fine structure of dips in the magnetoconducta
curve for the quantum wire including~a! one,~b! two, and~c! three
obstacles which are aligned along thex axis with a spaced55a.
The structure of the obstacle is the same as that in Fig. 3~a!. The
inset shows the magnetoconductance in the case where~a! one,~b!
two, and~c! three antidots withv510t are aligned instead of the
obstacles with the negative potential.
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FIG. 7. The current distribution around th
obstacles with~a! the negative potential atB̃
50.0634 in case of Fig. 6~b! and~b! the positive
potential atB̃50.0341 in case of the inset of Fig
6~b!. Within the doted circles the potential valu
is ~a! v52t and ~b! v510t.
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potential. The current density for the antidot system is a
shown in Fig. 7~b! at B̃50.0341, where the resonant tunne
ing occurs from the lower edge to the upper edge. As sho
in Fig. 7~a!, the direct interaction between two localize
states around each obstacle seems to be weak compared
that shown in Fig. 7~b!. This is because the extent of th
wave function around the negative potential is much sma
than that around the positive potential. The edge curre
between two obstacles, however, are much enhanced in
7~b!. Therefore the interaction between localized sta
through the edge current is considered to play a crucial
in the case where large obstacles with a negative pote
are aligned along the wire. In such electronic states, a
tance between two obstacles is significant for the resona
and the position of the peak is expected to depend on
distance. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the magneto

FIG. 8. The magnetoconductance curves for the quantum
including two obstacles withv52t aligned along thex-axis. The
distanced between the obstacles is~a! 5a, ~b! 10a, ~c! 20a, and~d!
40a.
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ductance on a distanced between two obstacles with a neg
tive potential. As shown in Fig. 8, the location of the peak
the dip moves as the distanced changes. Thus the conduc
tance is found to be enhanced in the dip by the reson
tunneling from region I to region III~see Fig. 1! through the
coupled states constructed by two localized states around
obstacles and the edge states of the wire.

IV. ELECTRONIC STATE

A. Energy of localized state

We analyze the features of the magnetoconductanc
Fig. 3 from the viewpoint that the incident electron along t
lower edge is reflected to the upper edge through the lo
ized state around the obstacle with a negative potential~see
Fig. 1! when the energy of the incident electron (EF) corre-
sponds to the energy level of the localized state. Then,
magnetoconductance curve is expected to exhibit dip st
tures at the magnetic fields where the incident electron
reflected. In order to study the electron scattering by a ne
tive potential, we have calculated the magnetic field dep
dence of energy levels of localized states around the obst
with a negative potential.

We consider a two-dimensional electron system with
circular obstacle with a radiusr f . Then, the Hamiltonian of
the system is given byH f5(p1eA)2/2me* 1Vf(r ), where
Vf(r ) is the potential of the obstacle and the vector pot
tial A is chosen asA5(By/2,2Bx/2,0). The quantities
me* and p are the effective mass and the quantum
an electron, respectively. From the rotational symme
the eigenfunction can be expressed asCnl(r ,u)
5cnl(r

2/2)r u l u exp(2r2/4)exp(2ilu). In case ofVf(r )50,
the functioncnl(u) stands for a Laguerre polynomial and th
index n corresponds to the Landau-level index. We c
evaluate the magnetic field dependence of eigenvalues
the Hamiltonian H f by solving the eigenvalue equatio
H fCnl5EnlCnl in the presence ofVf(r ).

First, we consider the steep potential edge case,
Vf(r )5v f (50) for r<r f (r .r f). To compare the calcu

re
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lated energy level with the conductance in Fig. 3~a!, we
choose the parameterv f so that the Landau level splittin
\vc is equivalent to that in case of Fig. 3~a!. From the di-
agonalization,\vc is equal to 0.75t at Ba2/F050.067 in
case of Fig. 3~a!, where the conductance vanishes. On
other hand,\vc5(BSf /F0)e0554e0 for H f , where e0

52\2/me* r f
2 and Sf5pr f

2 with r f516a. Thus, we usev f

5272e0 and EF528.8e0 to analyze the calculated resul
for v52t andEF50.4t in Fig. 3~a!. Figure 9~a! shows the
lowest (n50), the second (n51), and the third (n52) en-
ergy levels of eigenvaluesEnl for H f in case of several val
ues of the quantum number of the angular momentuml (0
> l>50). Figures 9~b!, 9~c!, and 9~d! are the schematic il-
lustrations of the radial functions of wave functions,Rnl(r )
5cnl(r

2/2)r u l u exp(2r2/4), around the obstacle for~b! n
50, ~c! 1, and~d! 2. As a characteristic aspect in Fig. 9~a!,
we can see the hump structure in each curve. At the magn
field corresponding to the minimum between neighbor
humps forn>1, the node ofCnl(r ,u) is found to be located
on the potential edge of the obstacle@see Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!#.
It is considered that the decrease of the current den
around the potential edge brings about the energy minim
of eigenvalue curves. The number of these minima in
eigenvalue curve coincides with the indexn ~number of
nodes!. In the case of smallerl , the eigenvalue is present i
the regimev f,Enl,0 at B50, and asymptotic to the line
(n11/2)\vc1v f in the high magnetic field. The reason fo
this asymptotic character is that the cyclotron radius shri
to become smaller thanr f in the high magnetic field. In the
case of largerl ( l>15), the wave function spreads outside
the negative potential in the low magnetic field, whi
causes the approach of the eigenvalues to the linen
11/2)\vc . Even in such curve with largerl , the curves of
the eigenvalues are asymptotic to the line (n11/2)\vc1v f
in the high magnetic field because of the shrink of the cyc
tron radius.

In Fig. 9~a!, one can notice that only the curves of th
eigenvalue withn51 crossEF level with approximately
regular spacings in the high magnetic field (40,BSf /F0
,54), which is the origin of the quasiperiodic structure
dips appearing in the high magnetic field in Fig. 3~a!. Note
that the quasiperiodic dips are due to the resonant reflec
through localized states around the obstacle forG,2e2/h
~spin unresolved!. It is well known that the resonant reflec
tion takes place when the energy of localized state coinc
with that of the edge stateEF which is provided by the
reservoir. Therefore the magnetic fields where the quasip
odic dips appear in Fig. 3~a! are nearly equal to those whe
eigenvalue curves withn51 cross EF in Fig. 9~a!
(BSf /F05804B̃). The intervals between the neighborin
intersections in Fig. 9~a! gradually spread as a magnetic fie
increases, which causes increasing interval of the dips in
magnetoconductance curve in Fig. 3~a! as a magnetic field
increases. In the low magnetic field (BSf /F0,40) in Fig.
9~a!, intersections ofEF and the eigenvalue curves are high
concentrated, which is the origin of the aperiodic dips of
magnetoconductance curve in the low magnetic field in F
3~a!. Thus, whole dip structures of the magnetoconducta
can be reproduced from the points of intersections ofEF and
the eigenvalue curves in Fig. 9~a!. It should be noted tha
e
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such quasiperiodic structure of dips can be seen in the reg
B2d,B,B0u when v f,0 andB2d,B0u with B0u andB2d
being the magnetic fields where the lines (1/2)\vc and
(5/2)\vc1v f crossEF , respectively. This is because th
eigenvalue curves forn50 never crossEF up to B5B0u ,

FIG. 9. ~a! The magnetic field dependence of the eigenvalueEnl

for several values of the quantum number of the angular momen
l (0> l>50) in case of the steep potential edge. The dotted, th
solid, thin solid curves correspond ton50, 1, and 2, respectively
For eachn, the angular momentum of the lowest curve isl 50, and
the valuel of the upper curve increases by 1 in order. The horizo
tal thick solid line represents the Fermi energyEF . The straight
broken line which intersects the origin represents the energy (
\vc . Figures~b!, ~c!, and~d! are the schematic illustrations of th
radial functions of wave functionsRnl(r ) ~see text! around the ob-
stacle forn50 ~b!, 1 ~c!, and 2~d!. The parts A and B in figure~c!
correspond to the inner and outer orbits around the obstacle in
4, respectively.
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where the conductance vanishes, and the curves of the e
value for n>2 intersectEF in the regimeB<B2d . In the
case of Fig. 2, the potentialv f is so deep that the conditio
B2d,B0u is not satisfied.

Here, we reconsider the behavior of the eigenvalue fon
51 in the view of the interference effects of electron wav
The wave functionCnl(r ,u)5Rnl(r )exp(2ilu) with n51
has a double orbit structure, since the radial functionRn1(r )
has one node as shown in Fig. 9~c! where the parts A and B
correspond to the inner and outer orbits, respectively. In
case, the AB effect is considered to emerge when the a
tional phase of electrons encircling the inner and outer or
with opposite rotations ~see Fig. 4! (e/\)rc1

A•ds
2(e/\)rc2

A•ds equals 2pl ~l:integer!. Herec1 andc2 are
the inner and outer electron paths, which are considered t
expressed by averages of current paths with weights of
magnitude of currents. In the consequence, the period of
resonant reflection, which appears as a dip in a magneto
ductance curve, approachesB(S22S1)/f0 with S1 and S2
being the effective areas surrounded by the inner and o
orbits, respectively. In Ref. 6, Kirczenowet al. have shown
that beatlike features, which are due to interference betw
different orbits traveling in the same direction, can be see
the transmission curve whenG.2e2/h ~spin unresolved!.
On the other hand, the quasiperiodic features in Fig. 3~a! is
the manifestation of the resonant reflection through the lo
ized states around the obstacle in the regimeG,2e2/h.
Then the period of dips is provided by the AB-type effect
mentioned above.

B. Smooth potential case

Next, we analyze the effects of the smoothness of
potential edge on the magnetoconductance to discuss th
sults in Sec. III B. The appearance of the energy minim
between two humps shown in Fig. 9~a! is due to the coinci-
dence of the location of nodes inCnl(r ,u) with the potential
edge. Hence, the well-defined potential edge is necessar
these hump structures. We shall give particular attention
the origin of the hump structures in this subsection. As
smooth potential profile, we use the same function asVsm(r )
@Eq. ~9!#, replacingv and r a with v f and r f , respectively.
We show the calculated results of energy levels in case
v f5272e0 andDr 5r f /8 in Fig. 10. It is seen that the mag
nitudes of the humps appearing in the curve are m
smaller than those in Fig. 9~a!, as we would expect. Conse
quently, the interval between intersections of eigenva
curves andEF level becomes rather long in the high ma
netic field (40,BSf /f0,54) as compared with that in Fig
9~a!. This also leads to the spread of the interval of the q
siperiodic dips in the magnetoconductance in the high m
netic field, as shown in Fig. 5. The points of intersections
Fig. 10 are in good agreement with the locations of dips
the magnetoconductance curve in Fig. 5~a! (Dr 5r a/8),
again. In case of the smooth potential edge, the node
Cnl(r ,u) is not fixed at the potential edge and the increase
a magnetic field causes the shift of the node toward the c
ter of the obstacle. Then the interval of dips no longer
flects the difference of the areasSout-in explicitly. Moreover,
further increase of the smoothness causes further sprea
the interval between intersections of eigenvalue curves
en-
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EF , and hence, the period of quasiperiodic dips in the h
magnetic field increases as shown in Fig. 5~b!.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have studied the quantum interference effects on
magnetoconductance in the presence of circular obsta
with a negative potential in a quantum wire. In the ca
where the potential is shallow, the feature of calculated m
netoconductance varies from the aperiodic dip structure
the lower magnetic field to the quasi-periodic dip structure
the higher magnetic field. To investigate the quasiperio
dips, we have calculated the current density and the magn
field dependence of eigenvalues. The magnetic fields wh
the dips occur are in good agreement with the points of th
where the eigenvalues are equal toEF . From the electronic
state and current density, the quasi-periodic dip structur
found to be attributable to the AB-type conductance osci
tion. Then the oscillation period reflects the difference of t
areas for the inner and outer orbits around the negative
tential region. This feature can not be predicted from
classical motion. As for the aperiodic dips, which appear
the whole magnetic field region in the deep potential case
is due to the highly concentrated energy levels of the e
tronic states around the negative potential. The aspects
similar to the results for the circular billiard system.26

Next, we have analyzed the dependence of the poten
shape on the quasiperiodic magnetoconductance dips b
troducing the smooth potential edge, which is caused by
accuracy of processes, screening effect, etc. It is found
the period of the quasiperiodic dips in the high magne
field increases with increasing potential smoothness.
mechanism of the increase of the period is underst
through the calculations of the current distribution and
eigenvalue. The magnitude of humps appearing in the m
netic field dependence of the eigenvalue reduces with

FIG. 10. The magnetic field dependence of the eigenvalueEnl in
case of the smooth potential edge. The dotted, thick solid, thin s
curves correspond ton50, 1, and 2, respectively. For eachn, the
angular momentum of the lowest curve isl 50, and the valuel of
the upper curve increases by one in order. The horizontal thick s
line represents the Fermi energyEF . The straight broken line which
intersects the origin represents the energy (1/2)\vc .
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increase of the smoothness of the potential edge, which
causes the spread of the interval of the quasiperiodic dip
the magnetoconductance curve.

Furthermore, we have examined transport phenom
when the large obstacles with a negative potential are p
odically aligned along the wire. The behaviors of the fi
structure in the magnetoconductance are compared
those in the antidot case. In the negative potential case, s
peaks in the periodic dip appear by the resonant tunne
through the coupled state constructed by the edge st
while a sharp dip splits by the mixing of pinned cyclotro
orbits in the antidot case. The magnetic fields for the pe
in the dip depend on the distance between the obstacle
the negative potential case, since the resonance occurs
the classical cyclotron radius is commensurate with the p
in
y
.
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consisting of the local and edge states.
The results shown so far may be observed at very

temperatures. As the temperature increases, the fine stru
appearing in the magnetoconductance curve is smeared
and, as a result, slow oscillation may remain for the syst
with the well-defined potential edge.
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